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WHO 68th World Health Assembly 

(Geneva, 18 – 26 May 2015) 
 

Agenda item 3 
 

General Debate 

EU Statement 

 

President, Madame Director General, ministers, distinguished colleagues,  

I am speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States. 

We thank the Director General for her report, which provides a timely and comprehensive 

overview of the current global health challenges and the main developments within the 

Organization.  

Resilient health systems have a central role in ensuring people’s ability to maintain and improve 

their health, thus forming the foundations for development and prosperity. No matter what the 

architecture of any particular health system is, all of them should be built on common values: 

universality, accessibility, equity, solidarity, as well as on a human rights based approach.  

The Ebola Virus outbreak has shown us, once again, how important it is to have resilient health 

systems in place, which also include essential community-based public health services. A 

professional and motivated health workforce, an effective surveillance system, effective 

regulatory systems for medical products, and access to essential medicines, are critical elements 

for the health and well-being of our populations. Furthermore, strong health systems are also 

essential for reducing disparities and inequities, and for economic development, social cohesion, 

and eradication of poverty globally, as advocated by the EU in the context of the post-2015 

discussions.   

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Strong and resilient quality health systems with universal coverage in ALL countries 

should be our common vision and endeavour. And such a vision should be the guiding 

principle in our work. 
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We live in a world with an unprecedented number of crises. While effectively addressing 

immediate emergencies, sustained attention and investment in the basic building blocks of health 

systems are of utmost importance.  

We need to be better equipped for emergency prevention, detection and response. It is evident 

that meeting the core capacities under the International Health Regulations should be an 

integrated building block of national health systems. And we need WHO also to guide us on that 

path. 

Now, more than never, we need a strong, technically independent, modern and widely respected 

Health Organization. An Organization able to guide us and help us to prioritise and build our 

health systems, and able to keep us on track on how to improve the health of our populations and 

health globally.  

Ebola was a wake-up call also for WHO. And we need a WHO fit for purpose – a WHO which 

can act quickly, effectively, and with a wide range of partners and non-state actors. The 

specificities and culture of emergency response have to be integrated in this Organization. The 

resolution that this Assembly adopted three years ago, the Emergency Response Framework, and 

the Ebola resolution adopted by the Special Session of the Executive Board in January set a clear 

basis for how to achieve this. Now we need to ensure that the ongoing reform process at all three 

levels of the organization leads us to the outcome we need. 

In addition, we also need to recognise that some countries, particularly fragile States, are more 

vulnerable to emergencies and may have limited capacity to prevent, detect and respond 

effectively without additional support. This is something that needs to be taken into 

consideration when discussing the mechanisms triggering any type of response or the   

implementation of the International Health Regulations.  

Finally, let me raise a few important issues which we will be discussing over the next week. We 

attach great importance to tackling antimicrobial resistance. A failure to plan to do so today is 

effectively a planning for failure tomorrow. It will place a severe burden on health systems. We 

urge Member States to support the Global Action Plan. We also very much welcome the 

discussions on women and health,  on the 20 years of the Beijing Declaration and Platform of 

Action, and the discussions on the health impacts of air pollution. On this last topic we also 

expect the adoption of a strong and effective resolution. 
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To conclude, the EU and its Member States look forward to the discussions on programme and 

financing with a view to have a Programme and Budget 2016-2017 adopted by this session of the 

Assembly.  

Thank you. 


